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May Day Declaration 

 

Today we held the 83rd May Day Central Rally. 

As a result of the unprecedented disaster caused by the Great East Japan Earthquake 

on March 11, 2011, many lives were lost. Even now, survivors of the disaster still face 

enormous difficulties.  

Immediately after the disaster, we shifted the focus of our campaign from relief to 

recovery and regeneration and engaged in active consultations with the government 

concerning policies and systems. Furthermore, through cooperation with workers who 

assisted participants, exchanges with local communities, and so on, our fundraising and 

volunteer activities proved to be a precious experience in which a sense of unity with 

workplaces and communities was fostered. We sincerely hope that those who suffered 

from the disaster will be able to restore normality to their lives as soon as possible.    

Last year our May Day Central Rally took place in the immediate aftermath of the 

disaster, so we called it the “Great East Japan Earthquake Disaster Assistance Rally.” 

On that occasion, we reaffirmed that the solidarity of working people will be a major 

force for recovery and regeneration. From now on also, we will do our utmost to form 

links with people in the disaster area, deepen our bonds with them, and rebuild 

employment and lives on the axis of recovery and regeneration. 

Turning our attention to the Japanese economy and society, we see that the surrounding 

environment, including the advance of deflation and appreciation of the yen, is 

extremely severe. Furthermore, influenced by such factors as the rise in the number of 

nonregular workers and the concerns of workers about jobs, wages, and social security, 

the Japanese economy continues to stagnate.  

As well as efforts to correct disparities and increase and maintain wage levels, we will 

continue to promote the annual spring labour offensive for a better life in pursuit of a 

fair distribution of profits. By swelling the ranks of middle-income earners through the 

fair distribution of profits and linking this to an expansion of consumption and domestic 

demand, let’s achieve sustainable growth! 

Internationally, conditions continue to threaten freedom and peace. In addition to the 

problems of nuclear weapons development and nuclear tests, local conflicts are causing 

a serious situation in various places around the world.  

We will continue to appeal and act for the abolition of nuclear weapons, the realization 

of permanent peace, the complete settlement of cases of the abduction of Japanese 

citizens by North Korea, and relief from human rights violations.  

May Day is a day of international solidarity. In many countries, the fundamental rights 
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of workers are still being violated. The increase in the number of young people unable to 

find jobs, poverty and disparities due to a lack of social protection, and human rights 

violations are global issues. In cooperation with the International Trade Union 

Confederation (ITUC) and trade unions in other countries, we will promote efforts to 

realize free and democratic labour movements and decent work for all people. 

Against the background of solidarity among all working people, we declare that now is 

the time, in cooperation with NGOs, NPOs, and a wide range of like-minded people, to 

realize a “secure society centered on work as its core”!  
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